This article was preceded by a long enough work on the development of new simulation technique for separate markets and the market system as a whole. A unique feature of the above technique is the use of a subject-oriented approach based on a concept of universality of market models, resulting from their similarity by participating subjects. The use of the universal technique allows making an integral system model, its components, and controlling their impact on subjects.
What kind of technology?
A technique, which visualizes current market conditions and is able to reflect the system dynamics. It allows making a «cross-section» on different levels: from micro-to macroeconomics. It keeps up with modern economic concepts and theories. It uses actual data, determining possible consequences.
On the one hand, it may appear that making such a technique does not seem possible. Descriptions presented are inaccessible. None of mathematical tools does not bring such results.
However, extensive research in the development of methods for the market modeling and system determined another point of view.
The basis for techniques are their concept, based on some highly important positions:
1)
A methodological basis for market modeling and systems should be a concept, which determines the system of thoughts, concepts, representations of the investigation of any given object, is the «key» to understanding the question in hand, and which determines methods and ways of its solution; 2)
Implementation of the management process in tasks of the economic system development is achieved using techniques for market modeling and systems; 3) Development of applied market models and market system should be provided by metrics, which partially handle the selection problem for DM (decisionmaker) in this subject area and lower demands for its special treatment; 4) Starting position for an effective solution in tasks of the market and market system modeling and management should be defined based on the findings of the careful analysis of current situation; 5) Solution for an accounting problem in the model of multiple different criteria is accomplished by their reduction to a single grading scale, which allows using convolution mechanisms; 6)
As a convolution of partial criteria to an integrated assessment, it is reasonable to use modern matrix aggregation mechanisms; 7) Management of market relations is aimed at a reasonable change in equilibrium conditions by the operation with parameters of demand and supply determinants; 8)
Multiple models of individuals' behavior require to be classified in order of effects on a collective preferences model, which is resulted from the aggregated society model and is determined by behavioral peculiarities of its participants. The society structure requires a periodic revision and re-aggregation with the purpose of a reduction in growth probability of the market model error; 9)
Relations of separate markets inside the market system are set by mapping the interrelation of criteria; 10)
A special place in addressing the forecasting problem of the efficiency of proposed economics regulation mechanisms is held by the system dynamics confirmed with quantitative estimations; 11)
Since finite series of possible conditions of main market system participants were identified, the solution forecast for the given task is supposed to be completed based on Markov chains; 12)
For the parametric synthesis of Markov chains to be completed, i.e. in order to determine the original matrix of state transitions, it is supposed to use the model of respondents' behavior in selection problems as convolutions of multiple partial criteria, which characterize one or another market participants' condition, with a subsequent normalization in the assessment of full group of events; 13)
The adequacy of proposed solutions in research tasks is assumed to be confirmed based on simulation business games, which take an intermediate place between the known simulation exercises. Since they are not enough for such dynamic tasks: distribution of subjects with an integrated behavior in full-scale experiments is generally difficult to access and fraught with the risk (like «human experimentations»).
What do the modeling process and investigations of markets and market systems look like using the above technique?
The above provisions allowed making a modeling process using integrated assessment methods.
An advantage of these methods consists in a possibility to aggregate factors with different physical properties in a single model. Expressed more precisely, integrated assessment methods allow considering qualitative and quantitative factors with different measuring units and distinct scales in the single model.
A researcher, making a market model as a part of the system, determines subjects of this system. Since it was defined that market conditions are identified in demand and supply curves, it is required to describe precisely enough the market participants from the standpoint of factors considered in the decision-making. These factors are the foundation for the integrated assessment.
In turn, the integrated assessment addresses the opinion of participants in relation of a transaction, in particular, whether to implement it or not. Since the current market price is one of the factors, and the integrated assessment is dependent on it, with other certain factors, the sensitivity of the integrated assessment to the price may be interpreted as a demand and supply curve, depending on the fact which subject in question is.
How to account factors different in physical properties (determinant) in the single model? Factors are reduced to a single integrated assessment scale, which then allows convoluting them to matrices, designating the appropriate integrated assessment to each pair of criteria values, and making a hierarchy tree to be reduced to a single value.
It should seem, such an easy and not trivial solution allows having an expected result, but also it results in multiple additional difficulties, which affect directly the «integrity» of the study: 
The researcher, after all field studies, each of them is greatly time-consuming, should determine the physical parameter scale reduced to a single integrated assessment scale, pretty exactly with a high degree of reliability, with a verification of its type, shape, dependence and fitting criteria to the economic situation;  The type of each of convolution matrices in the pre-constructed criteria tree should be justified and proved, keeping in mind that convolution functions used may largely affect investigation results, exactly as the convolution determination step affects the possibility to control «narrower» maneuvering parameters;

Resulting findings should be interpreted, and the algorithm how to set dependences of integrated assessment dynamics from the factor with the purpose of further evaluation of managerial decisions made.
Is it really so simple?
When we try to evaluate the above, in reality, it may seem that the solution is too simple, but, if we look back, up to now we have been talking just about the behavioral model of an individual -one of market participants. The market is known to be a group of participants. Any behavioral model of the society is therefore required for this technique.
The society assumes a number of participants groups similar in behavior. Thus, it should be determined, in what those participants are different, whose behavior may be presented as a model, as well as social groups should be ranked and shaped.
A unique character of the proposed modeling technique is in a «fine» enough model adjustment by three main methods [3] : 1) adjustment of the criteria reduced scale; 2) the type of criteria tree; 3)
convolution matrix modifications. It should be noted that the latter model adjustment technique allows determining any result, without using two previous ones. We turn our attention to the fact that society participants are different in convolution matrices with a similar shape of criterion reduction scales and tree.
The following algorithm how to find (or identify) the society structure [1] is given:
1.
Source data: a set of preferences models, which characterize a social group M m , 1 = , where M'j -each specific behavioral model, their segregated definition ranges towards small, medium and big quotients 1,4 1,4 :
, a composed quantity of power n of virtual events in segregated areas, where [1] :
M -a variety of all preferences models; S', S-subarea and definition range on scale [1, 4] ; k -a number of criteria; n -a number of virtual events,
2.
An integrated assessment for all preferences models is calculated for each virtual event rij,
, N -a number of preferences models.
3.
An agreed assessment for all virtual objects
is calculated using active expertise means.
4.
The calculation of integrated assessments mean deviation of each preferences model from agreed ideal model assessments by formula (1):
Ranking of integrated assessments mean deviations.
6.
A group of preferences models: a minimum mean deviation ∆min is selected in the range, and other mean deviations ∆j, which do not exceed the minimum mean deviation by a certain value δ, are found. This value is defined by an expert, which makes a simulation experiment as an accuracy, of which a society structure will be simulated. For example, δ is max 1% of the qualitative definition range scale (for the scale [1, 4] , respectively 1% = 0,03).
7.
Once we obtained the first group from a variety of preferences models groups (Ml, L 1, l  , where L -a variety of preferences models groups) with a behavior model (mj), the "closest" to the ideal, remaining models are newly subject to the active expertise, where agreed assessments are calculated for a remaining variety of models, the mean deviation is calculated, and a group of preferences models is set, whose mean deviations from a minimum mean deviation in the range do not exceed δ value.
8.
Preferences models are grouped until the initial variety of preferences models is fully cleared.
A question about the "compatibility" of social groups on different markets may arise in the study of macroeconomic systems. Since minimum four kinds are separated, the number of individual behavior combinations grow multiply. For this reason, an assumed market differentiation should be also considered when speaking about an investigation bargeman.
The importance of determination of a number of groups is reflected on experiments as business simulation games. Estimated power is limited and may be not sent with reflection of resulting data, what may breaks the experimental procedure. 
And What about Dynamics and Forecasting?
It is impossible to present the analytic system without any system development prediction. Of special importance are those systems, which allow evaluating any impact on the system of controlling measures. For this reason, a possibility to predict and evaluate the impact of controlling measures should be accepted as an essential part of any simulation system.
In the course of the technology under investigation, a possibility to predict and determine the impact of controlling measure was also implemented. The implementation of this component was performed in a similar way of «Markov chains».
A prerequisite for scenarios is that values of most criteria may be determined for each scenario. If any criterion is impossible to determine clearly, it may be defined by a statistic or analytic dependence from others or a group. Thus, it may be determined, what developments are possible with the known initial conditions. Assume { 1 , 2 , … , } to be a variety of possible conditions of a certain market system. At any given time, the system may be only in a single condition. It changes gradually from state to state with time. Each condition is assumed to affected by certain sets of criteria values of the model under discussion. The models are different only in convolution matrices, depending on what social groups are considered.
In order to describe the evolution of this system, we introduce a sequence of discrete random variables: 0 , 1 , … , , … The index n is associated to the time, i.e. the system is considered at the moment in time n, and the next step is assumed to be the system condition at n+1. If at n the system is in Ej, it is assumed that n=j. Therefore, the random variable is accepted as the system condition number. The sequence 0 , 1 , … , , … forms a Markov chain, if for any n and 0 , 1 , … , , … the condition 2 is met:
. Table 1 . Evaluation matrix of the condition change probability The dependence of convolution results from any change in a certain criterion (sensitivity analysis) is evaluated with fixed values of any criteria.
The following features may be determined as drawbacks of above techniques:  The predictable result is strongly affected by the analyzed historical range;  A variety of indicators to be calculated using different techniques makes the forecast even more doubtful;
 The historical experience to be considered contains a one-of-a-kind original set of events, which will not be obtained in the forecast.
Probabilities p ij (n) = P(ξ n = j/ ξ n−1 = i), i, j = 1,2, … , r are referred to as transition probabilities from the state Ei to Ej in a single step. The most optimal is an assumption of Markov chain uniformity for this methodology, i.e. the transition probability to the state p ij (n) is not affected by time n, i.e.
by the numerical order of step, but affect by that current condition, under which the subject is, and from which the transition goes. 
What's next? … A research methodology for markets and market systems on different levels is developed, technologies of individuals' behavior models are presented, transitions processes to collective models are described, mechanisms of the integrated system model are determined, processes of the evolution description are presented, development algorithms of controlling measures are described, approaches to the model adequacy confirmation are developed, ways of the model adjustment are shown.
The next step -extensive «field» studies. This is not to say that the latter were not performed:
-a labor market model was developed, and mechanisms of its regulation on the level of municipalities [6] were determined; -a sufficiency of measures of State support for small business development with the participation of State on commercial property letting market [5] , was studied; -a support system of decision-making by investors when selecting investments [4, 2] was developed etc.
But, full large-scale studies using the above technology were not performed in reality. What's the reason? It is trivial enough -resources. In order to perform largescale studies based on the new technology, there is a need for: a numerous team of investigators, computation capacities, multifunctional experts for development of additional software systems, financing, an access to analytical and statistical data, State support etc. It may be hardly concentrated with regard to this study.
The authors of this paper assume that this scientific result like many will remain only in scientific reviews and be never implemented. As a summary, just a sorrow may be expressed, but also a hope that this result will be somehow reflected in future research in this and related fields.
